
Federation Charm & Medical pedigree in the heart of

the CBD

Medical/Consulting • Land/Development • Offices

63 Wynter Street, Taree, NSW 2430

1 m²Floor Area: 1132.00 m² (approx)Land Area:

Sold

Contact Agent
Sold: Mon 13-Sep-21

Property Description

This example of Federation beauty is alive and well and thriving in it's Taree CBD location.
Having been the home of a prominent high profile medical practice for the last 29 years,
Laing+Simmons is proud to present number 63 Wynter Street and 72 High Street, Taree for
auction.

Situated on a double block and in the heart of CBD, this location is quickly becoming one of
the favourite areas for all buying demographics due to its close proximity to the hospital and
shopping precinct.

Features include:
+ Centrally located in the heart of Taree's CBD
+ 29-year long history as a prominent specialist practice
+ 100m to most allied services for pathology/radiology/specialists and the hospital
+ 4 bedrooms or 3 consulting rooms & Office
+ Kitchen, laundry with second toilet, storeroom
+ Roomy lounge/reception waiting room
+ Period charm through ornate detailed moldings, and stained glass
+ Extensively patterned plaster ceilings prevail in most bedrooms and the lounge/waiting
room
+ Private onsite parking for 6 cars
+ Total land area is 1132m2 (Approx) – opportunity to subdivide for future development

Consisting of two consulting rooms, a procedural room, a large office, and a roomy
reception area, 63 Wynter Street is setup ready to go for a GP, specialist, or a professional
services practice. Alternatively, this federation building is a unique opportunity for a buyer
looking for a special home close to the shopping and medical precinct.

Additional Details

Tenure Type
Vacant Possession

Car Spaces
6

Alex Cosway
0488 646 666

Carley Burke
0488 646 251

Laing+Simmons - Manning Valley
26 Pulteney Street, Taree NSW 2430
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